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Momentum is a universally conserved quantity, a property of both massless light and tangible matter. The trans-
fer of electromagnetic momentum to objects can neither occur instantaneously nor is relocated to the object as a
whole. If experiments are tailored in such a way that absorption of photons is negligible, the flow of momentum
from light to matter can be observed by detection of elastic waves launched at the light-matter interaction site.
We have detected these propagating mechanical disturbances that originate solely due to radiation pressure
acting during laser pulse reflection from the high-reflectivity coating applied on a solid mirror. The momentum
transferred to the mirror is localized in the propagating elastic waves which induce surface displacements during
their reflection from the boundaries of the solid. Such picometer-scale displacements were measured with a
calibrated conical piezoelectric detector at various source-detector distances. The measured displacement wave-
forms were compared to the displacements calculated using electro- and elastodynamic theories bound by the
requirement of momentum and energy continuity. The proposed experimental approach backed by the ab-initio
simulations has the capability of distinguishing among different electrodynamic formulations (Commonly used
formulations are: Abraham, Minkowski, Einstein-Laub, Chu, and Amperian) by seeking the differences of force
distributions that each formulation predicts.
